Recent advances in research on compressed caches make them an attractive design point for effective hardware implementation for last-level caches. For instance, the yet another compressed cache (YACC) layout leverages both spatial and compression factor localities to pack compressed contiguous memory blocks from a 4-block super-block in a single cache block location. YACC requires less than 2% extra storage over a conventional uncompressed cache.
INTRODUCTION
Compressed caches have become an attractive design point for effective hardware implementation for last-level caches (LLCs). Recently proposed compressed cache layouts, such as decoupled compressed cache (DCC) [25] , skewed compressed cache (SCC) [23] , and yet another compressed cache (YACC) [24] leverage super-block tags 1 to implement compressed caches with a limited storage overhead (less than 2% for SCC and YACC). On YACC and SCC, the data array is organized in fixed size data entries (typically 64B the size of an uncompressed block), each data entry being associated with a unique and fixed tag. However, this tag is a super-block tag and the data entry can contain either multiple compressed memory blocks or a single uncompressed memory block. The read access time of YACC or SCC is similar as the ones of uncompressed caches apart for the decompression. YACC and SCC are agnostic to the cache compression algorithm. However, YACC and SCC ensures that the allocation unit in the LLC is a complete 64B data entry. The DIctionary SHaring (DISH) compression scheme [19] leverages this particularity. With DISH, a dictionary is shared among the memory blocks represented in the data entry. This allows more efficient compression than traditional compression schemes [3, 10, 21] that compress every memory block independently. As a result, YACC or SCC coupled with DISH performs generally better than a 2X uncompressed cache [19] .
LLC replacement policies for compressed caches has received little attention so far, apart from [7, 11, 20] . Before of the introduction of YACC, the adaptation of the state-ofart replacement policies for compressed caches was very challenging. For instance, on DCC [25] , the replacement policy had to manage the super-block replacements (when the super-block tag is missing) and the block replacements (when the super-block tag is present, but the block is missing). As the allocated data size is known only after compression, a single cache miss could lead to several super-blocks evictions and several cache block evictions. In contrast, YACC has a very similar layout as a conventional cache, apart that a super-block tag is associated with each data array entry instead of a block tag (Figure 1 ), thus allowing to map either an uncompressed data block or up to four co-compressed blocks of the super-block in the data entry. On a cache allocation, a single data entry is replaced. Most LLC management policies that were proposed for conventional caches [14] , [22] , [13] , [31] , [26] , [15] , [17] , [12] can be directly transposed to the YACC cache.
However YACC uses super-block tags. As conventional tags, super-block tags can be used to monitor activities/status of the blocks present in the cache. They can also be used to monitor the activities/status of blocks belonging to the super-block, but absent from the cache. Many fetched blocks are not reused before eviction (e.g. [5] ). The super-block tag can be used to (partially) exploit this property on superblocks that are uncompressed or not co-compressible. The First In Then First Use Bypass (FITFUB) allocation policy leverages the super-block tag in YACC as follows.On an LLC miss, on a block Bi within a missing super-block B, a data entry and its super-block associated tag are allocated. On a subsequent miss on Bj in the same super-block B, if the block cannot be co-compressed with Bi, then the validity status associated with Bj is updated in the super-block tag as First-Use, but the data entry is not allocated. An additional data entry and its associated super-block tag location are allocated for Bj only if it gets reused before super-block B is evicted from the cache. On YACC, FITFUB can be implemented on top of a conventional priority insertion/promotion policy.
Interestingly, FITFUB is an efficient LLC allocation policy even when compression is turned off and makes the YACC layout attractive even for uncompressed caches. In our experiments, with compression turned off, YACC with FITFUB achieves an average 6.5% and 8% higher performance than a conventional LLC that uses SHiP++ [31] (an extended version of SHiP as per cache replacement championship held in ISCA '17) for single-core and multi-core workloads, respectively. When the DISH compression is turned on, YACC+FITFUB achieves 12.7% and 17% higher performance than a conventional uncompressed LLC for singlecore and multi-core workloads, respectively while YACC only achieves 8.3% and 10%, respectively. As the benefits of cache compression through the YACC layout and the benefits of the FITFUB policy are nearly additive, and as FITFUB essentially identifies the reused cache blocks when uncompressed, we call it Synergistic cache layout for Reuse and Compression (SRC).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the background on compressed caches. Section 3 introduces our experimental framework. The motivation and opportunity behind SRC is in Section 4. Section 5 introduces the FITFUB allocation policy for YACC. We evaluate the overall SRC proposal in Section 6 while Section 8 concludes this study.
BACKGROUND
This section provides the background on the state-of-the-art compressed cache layouts and cache compression schemes. Compressed Cache Layouts: Compressed caches use a compression technique that compresses cache blocks and a compaction technique that compacts the compressed blocks in the data array. Till the proposition of DCC [25] , the proposed designs were considering the use of more tags than data entries.
In DCC [25] , super-block tags limit the tag volume, the main observation being that often adjacent contiguous cache blocks co-reside at the LLC. DCC compacts up to 16 four 64B block super-block in 1024B. The SCC [23] and the YACC cache [24] further simplify the cache layout design through associating a single super-block tag with a fixed 64 bytes data entry.
SCC [23] is a compressed cache layout that compacts multiple (in power of two, such as 1, 2, and 4) compressed blocks from the same super-block and stores them in one data entry. It uses super-block tags and skewed associative mapping [27] . It maintains an one-to-one mapping between a tag entry and a data entry, and it compacts cache blocks based on their compression factors (CFs). For a data entry of 64 bytes, the CF of a cache block is: four/two/one if it is compressed to <16B/between 16B to 32B/>32B.
YACC [24] simplifies the design aspects of SCC, and maintains the one-to-one mapping between a tag entry and a data entry. It uses a cache layout, which is similar to a regular setassociative uncompressed cache. It removes skewing from SCC, and achieves the same performance level. However, similar to SCC, it compacts cache blocks by taking their CFs into account. YACC tracks from one to four cache blocks with the help of a super-block tag. An important property of YACC is that all the blocks belonging to a 4-block superblocks are stored in the same cache set. That is: YACC has a set associative structure, apart that it uses super-block tags instead of block tags, and that a data entry-aka a cache line locationcan store either an uncompressed cache block, or several compressed cache blocks from the same super-block. This mapping provides an average performance reduction of less than 1.5% as it reduces the effective associativity of a set. In this paper, we consider a version of YACC, which considers only two possible compression factors, CF=1 (1 uncompressed block) and CF=4 (1 to 4 compressed blocks). In that context, Figure  1 represents the super-block tag. Compared to the tag of a conventional cache and assuming a 3-bit coherence/validity state per block, the extra tag storage is only 8 bits per tag ((three 3-bits + one bit compressed/uncompressed ) -(two address bits that YACC saves from the address splitting)), i.e. 1.5% storage overhead on the LLC. Cache Compression Techniques: State-of-the-art compressed cache layouts are independent of the underlying compression techniques such as CPACK [10] , FPC [3] , BDI [21] , SC 2 [6] and DISH [19] , out of which BDI and DISH provide compression ratios of 1.7X and 2.3X when associated with a YACC layout, respectively [19] . On a compressed cache, decompression is on the critical path. BDI and DISH decompress a cache block in a single cycle.
BDI [21] compresses a cache block by exploiting the data correlation property. It uses one base value for a cache block, and replaces the other data values of the block in terms of their respective deltas (differences) from the base value. BDI tries different granularities of base (2 bytes to 8 bytes) and deltas (1 byte to 4 bytes).
DISH [19] is a compression technique that was specifically designed for the compaction schemes such as SCC and YACC that always allocate a full data block in the LLC and that associate it to a super-block tag. DISH uses a dictionary that is shared by up to four cache blocks. In this way, DISH manages both compression and compaction together. Both BDI and DISH can be used with a YACC layout. DISH is more efficient than BDI when associated with YACC [19] . It even simplifies the YACC layout design, retaining only two cases CF=4 and CF=1. Therefore, apart when explicitly mentioned, in the remainder of the paper, DISH is used as the compression scheme.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This section describes the experimental methodology that we use throughout the paper. We use the x86-based gem5 [9] simulator to evaluate the effectiveness of SRC cache at the LLC. Table 1 illustrates the baseline configuration for the simulated systems. We simulate both single-core and multi-core (16-and 32-core) systems, and we estimate the cache latencies with CACTI 6.5 [18] . To calculate the power consumption of DRAM, we use the Micron Power Calculator. We measure the energy consumption of LLC and DRAM, off-chip transfers between LLC and DRAM, as well as the energy consumed by the compressor and de-compressor of DISH. For single-core evaluations, we collect the statistics [8] , CRONO [1] , and from the world of graph analytics and machine learning, into 2 classes (SP, and IN), based on their sensitivity to cache capacity. A benchmark is sensitive-positive (SP) if there is an improvement in performance with the increase in the LLC size and insensitive (IN) if the increase in the cache size does not affect performance or affect it negligibly. IN also includes the benchmarks that are sensitive-negative, for which performance decreases when the LLC size doubles (this occurs when LLC misses do not drop since we model a longer access latency for a larger LLC). We created multi-programmed workload mixes from singlethreaded SPEC CPU 2006, PARSEC, CRONO, and other benchmarks. We created these workload mixes based on their LLC sensitivity and fraction of non-reused cache blocks. At the LLC, if a workload gets a performance increase over 8% when the LLC size doubles, then we classify it as high (H ) in terms of LLC sensitivity otherwise, the workload is termed as low (L). Similarly, in terms of non-reused blocks, if a workload exhibits more than 50% of LLC blocks that are non-reused, we termed it high (h); otherwise, it is termed as low (l). We select 200 16-core and 32-core workloads into four categories such as Hh, Hl, Lh, and Ll where each category consists of 50 workloads. For multi-core evaluations, we evaluate both multi-programmed and multi-threaded workloads. For multi-threaded workloads (such as PARSEC and CRONO), we use the region of interest for 2B instructions. For multiprogrammed workloads, we simulate the multi-programmed mixes by running each benchmark for 2B instructions from the region of interest. A workload terminates when the slowest benchmark completes 2B instructions. For all the evaluations, we warm-up the cache for 1B instructions before running the region of interest.
Metrics: We use data block misses per kilo instruction (MPKI) to measure the behavior of the cache itself. For singlecore simulations and for multi-threaded workloads, we use speedup as the metric, i.e., Ex ect ime bas el ine Ex ect ime t echnique . For multi programmed mixes, we use normalized weighted speedup (WS) [28] and the normalized fair speedup (FS) [16] is the IPC of core i when it runs alone on a N -core multi-core system. WS tends to be a good measure for system throughput improvement while FS balances system throughput improvement with maintenance of system fairness.
MOTIVATION AND OPPORTUNITY
Albericcio et al. showed that a significant fraction of the blocks missing in the LLC do not get any reuse before eviction from LLC [5] . Our experiments show that this property still holds for compressed caches. Fig. 2 illustrates the fraction of LLC blocks that are not reused on YACC in our experiments for single core. On average, more than 55% of blocks (both compressed and uncompressed) do not get a reuse at the LLC, with the maximum of 82%. In particular, streaming applications such as libquantum have a significant number of LLC blocks getting no reuse. The Reuse cache [5] was proposed to exploit this property on an uncompressed cache. The Reuse cache layout is radically different from the one of a conventional cache. It implements 4X more tags than the number of data cache blocks; the tag array and data array are decoupled (pointers and back pointers are needed). On a miss on a memory block, only the tag is allocated and the data is bypassed to the core. On the first (tag) reuse, i.e., hit on the tag array but miss on the data array, the data block is allocated on data array. Our experiments confirm that, in most cases, the Reuse cache achieves performance in the same range or higher as a 2X larger conventional cache. Unfortunately the Reuse cache also incurs very significant hardware overhead; ignoring the extra logic, the Reuse cache necessitates about 20% of extra storage than a conventional cache. With the Reuse cache, data blocks have three possible presence status, tag-only, tag+data, and invalid. The tag-only status allows to track the first use blocks that are not present in the data array.
In our experiments, with YACC, on average, 42% of the blocks sitting in the LLC are uncompressed, with the maximum being 90% (Fig. 3) . This means that 42% of the superblock tags (that can map up to four contiguous blocks) represent one tag+data block state and 3 invalid block states. For a super-block with super-block tag (say SA) that contains one uncompressed block A2, the introduction of the presence status tag-only in YACC will allow to track the reuse property of its companion cache blocks (A0, A1 and A3).
In the next section, we present the FITFUB allocation policy for YACC. FITFUB exploits this extra presence status to (partially) filter the allocation of single use uncompressed blocks in the YACC cache. 
FIRST IN THEN FIRST USE BYPASS ALLOCATION POLICY
We describe FITFUB policy as follows: On an LLC miss for a block Bi within a missing super-block B, a data entry and its associated super-block tag are allocated. On a subsequent miss on Bj in the same super-block B, and if the block cannot be co-compressed with Bi, the validity status associated with Bj is updated in the super-block tag as First-Use, but the data entry is not allocated. An additional data entry and its associated super-block tag location are allocated for this second block Bj, only if it gets reused before super-block B is evicted from the cache. We detailed below the various access scenarios induced by the FITFUB policy on the YACC cache. For the sake of simplicity, we first describe the scenarios when all blocks are uncompressed (or not co-compressible), and then we generalize to the mix of uncompressed and compressed cache blocks.
Scenarios with uncompressed blocks
We consider in this section that all blocks in the super-block are uncompressible (or that they are not co-compressible). On YACC, four contiguous cache blocks A0, A1, A2 and A3 belonging to a 4-block super-block (say SA) are mapped to the same cache set. A super-block tag is associated with each data entry. Below are the different access cases (refer Figure  4) :
Global miss on SA ( 1 ): On the access, if the super-block englobing the block, e.g. block A2 in super-block SA is missing then a super-block tag is allocated in the tag array. The data block is placed in the associated data entry. In the tag, the CS field (as mentioned in Figure 1 ) associated with the loaded block is marked as valid. The CS fields associated with the other blocks in the super-block are marked as invalid.
Hit on super-block tag, but requested block is invalid ( 2 ): When block A0 is accessed and if tag SA with block A2 valid is present, a hit is encountered on the tag array, but a miss on the data array (CS0 is invalid). Block A0 is marked as first-use in CS0 (meaning this is the first access to block A0), the block is forwarded to L2 cache and then to the processor. But it is not allocated in the data array.
Hit(s) on super-block tag, but request block is marked as first use block ( 3 ): On a subsequent access to block A0, a new super-block tag and its associated data block is allocated in the cache for A0. Its CS0 field is marked as valid. In the first tag associated with SA (that was allocated on the access of A2), the CS field is marked as invalid.
Multiple super-block tag hits, but request block is invalid ( 4 ): On an access to A3, the same process is repeated apart that on the first access, the CS3 field in both tags associated with A2 and A0 are set to first use.
Writeback at the LLC ( 5 ): On a writeback at the LLC, if the block is valid in the LLC, it is updated. Otherwise, on a full miss or a first use hit, the block is directly forwarded to the DRAM without modifying the LLC. The rationale of this policy is that multiple uses by the processor are, in practice read uses. In practice, we leverage the use of super-block tags to record the recent first use of blocks belonging to superblocks that have been recently touched: a single tag is able to record this information for four blocks of the super-block.
An extra coherence/validity state: FITFUB needs an additional state for cache blocks: the first-use state. For a noninclusive cache hierarchy, depending on whether the number of possible states allowed by the coherence protocol is power of two or not, this additional state can lead to an additional bit per block in the super-block.
Scenarios with compressible blocks
So far we have only considered un-compressible blocks. In this section, we describe few extensions for accommodating compressed blocks. The first type of modification corresponds to the cases 1 and 3 of Section 5.1: On a cache block allocation, if the block is compressible then it is stored as compressed block and the compressed bit is set in the super-block tag (refer 1 of Figure 5 ). The second type of modification corresponds to cases 2 and 4 of Section 5.1 where one needs to take into account that a data entry that contains one or more compressed blocks can still be completed with a missing block.
Hit on super-block tag, compressed bit is set, however block is present in invalid state: This scenario corresponds to the access to A0 with super-block tag SA when a valid block A2 is present in compressed form. In this case, if A0 is co-compressible 3 with A2 then A0 is packed in the same data entry as A2 and marked as valid (refer 2 of Figure 5) . However if the missing block is in-compressible (or not co-compressible) then it would be marked as first use, as illustrated for block A1 (refer 3 of Figure 5 ).
Hit on super-block tag, compressed bit is set, however block is in first use state: This corresponds to the case 4 in Figure 5 . A1 was in first-use state and is reused so a dedicated data entry is allocated for it (general case). In the case where A1 has been modified since its first use (e.g a Write-Back) and has become co-compressible with A2, one can pack it in the already allocated entry.
Multiple super-block tag hits, at least one super-block tag has compressed bit set, however block is in invalid state. In this scenario, the block could potentially be cocompressible with several cache entries, one has to ensure that at most one copy of the block (in compressed format) is stored in the cache and the corresponding super-block tag correctly updated (refer 5a of Figure 5 ). If it can not be compacted then it is marked as first use in all super-block hitting tags (refer 5b of Figure 5 ).
The third type of modification corresponds to the writebacks. For most writebacks, the scenario is directly derived from the scenario on uncompressed blocks, i.e., we update the block in the cache if the data block is present and is cocompressible with the other co-located blocks in the LLC. If the block is marked as first use or is invalid then we directly write back the block into the DRAM.
However particular attention must be given to the case where the compressibility status of the block changes and becomes incompatible with the previous state. This arises when the block was compressible and co-located with one or more other blocks, and becomes in-compressible or not co-compressible with its companion blocks. In this case, the block is directly written back to the DRAM and invalidated in the LLC (refer 6 of Figure 5 ). The rationale is that, we find, in these cases more than 80% of the time the written back cache block do not get a reuse before its replacement. Techniques such as dead-write predictor [2] can be used to improve the decision process for this event.
FITFUB, YACC and inclusive Cache Hierarchies
For inclusive cache hierarchies, the FITFUB allocation policy violates the inclusiveness by not allocating data entries at the LLC. To resolve this issue, we rely on the solution proposed for the Reuse cache, the tag-only (TO) status. So at the LLC, a coherence state can have two different variations: one in which data is present in the data array and one where only the tag is valid (corresponding to a first use). A coherence transaction on a block in TO state should be propagated to the caches closer to the processor. With the addition of a new state, there are two new coherence transitions that are possible: tag-only to tag+data and tag+data to tag-only. This incurs an additional overhead of 1 bit per cache block.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We first evaluate the FITFUB allocation policy on YACC layout with compression turned off. For convenience, we refer this configuration as U-SRC. Then we evaluate the FITFUB allocation policy with YACC and DISH compression turned on. We refer to this configuration as the SRC cache. Our evaluation addresses the FITFUB allocation policy. Therefore, for all simulated caches on an insertion or a block hit, the block priority is updated as in SHiP++ [31] .
Evaluation: Compression turned off
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of U-SRC and compare it with a baseline cache as well as the Reuse Cache [5] . The Reuse cache is simulated as a reference point since it was essentially designed to capture the potential of bypassing first use prefetch blocks. Due to space limitation, we illustrate the results for single core only. Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the improvement on LLC misses and execution time, respectively. U-SRC simulation results for multicores are illustrated in Figure 10 of Section 6. The miss rates of the Reuse cache and U-SRC are very similar and this for all applications in our benchmark set. The miss rates are in many cases significantly lower than on the conventional cache confirming than bypassing first use blocks allows to keep useful multi-used blocks in the cache. Both the Reuse cache and U-SRC keeps information on multiple uses on a 4X larger size than the effective data array. The SHiP++ policy applied on the baseline does not have such information.
Note that, the improvement in miss rates does not translate in the same performance improvement on U-SRC as on the Reuse cache. Compared to the baseline uncompressed LLC, the Reuse cache improves the performance by 8.6% and U-SRC only captures 3 4 th of this potential, i.e, 6.5% performance improvement.
In practice, the misses encountered by U-SRC and the Reuse cache are not similar. U-SRC allocates a data entry on the first miss on 4-block super-block while the Reuse cache treats all blocks as equal. This translates in missed opportunities of bypassing for U-SRC, but also in extra misses for reused blocks on the Reuse cache. In our experiments, in most cases these two phenomena compensate approximately each other in terms of miss numbers. While the miss rates on the caches are similar, the access patterns on the main memory and the cost of the misses are different. The average cost of a miss on U-SRC is higher than on the Reuse cache. For instance, for a fully used super-block encountering multiple uses, the Reuse cache suffers two bursts of four misses, each burst generating 4 contiguous DRAM accesses, thus potentially benefiting from row locality. On the same sequence, U-SRC saves a low cost miss, but unfortunately statistically this low cost miss is replaced by a higher cost miss.
However, given the higher design complexity of the Reuse cache compared to a conventional cache design and U-SRC, in terms of storage overhead (about 20% storage overhead), and design complexity (tag array and data array are decoupled, and pointers and back pointers are needed), U-SRC (i.e YACC layout and FITFUB policy) appears as a cost-effective design point even for uncompressed LLCs.
Compression turned on
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the SRC cache i.e YACC layout + FITFUB allocation policy with cache compression turned on. We compare it with the baseline compressed cache YACC. In both cases, we assume that the DISH compression scheme is used. We also compare SRC cache with an uncompressed Reuse cache, with U-SRC, with the conventional cache and a 4X sized conventional cache. DISH takes 24 and 1 cycles for compression and decompression, respectively. The access time to the cache is modelled through CACTI 6.5, therefore the access time of a 4X larger cache is longer than the one on the baseline cache. Single-core Results: Fig. 8 illustrates the absolute MPKI numbers for an uncompressed baseline, U-SRC, YACC+DISH, 4X uncompressed LLC, and SRC. The SRC cache always encounters fewer misses than YACC and U-SRC. It even encounters fewer LLC misses than the 4X uncompressed baseline cache, except for mcf and bzip2. For many memoryintensive (high MPKI) applications such as mcf and lbm, the reduction is very significant with number of LLC misses reduced by more than 3X.
In several cases, the benefit comes essentially from compression e.g. sssp, apsp, and bzip2. In other cases, the benefit comes from FITFUB allocation policy e.g. libquantum, leslie3d, and bwaves. In many cases, the reduction in LLC misses comes from both the block allocation policy and the cache compression e.g lbm, soplex, and knn. Compared to Higher the better Figure 11 : Normalized system performance (fair speedup) over an uncompressed baseline.
YACC+DISH, SRC reduces the average miss rate (in terms of MPKI) from 3.2 to 1.1. This reduction induces a performance improvement as illustrated in Figure 9 . On average, compared to an uncompressed baseline, SRC cache provides 12.7% of speedup (a maximum of 50% for xalancbmk) whereas a 4X uncompressed baseline, YACC+DISH, and U-SRC provide speedups of 10%, 8.3% and 6.5% respectively. SRC always outperforms both YACC+DISH and U-SRC, and on many benchmarks, the performance benefits of compression and allocation policy are nearly additive. Moreover, SRC cache outperforms 4X uncompressed baselines on most of the applications. A few points can be underlined. i) In a few cases, the 4X larger cache performs worse than other configurations despite similar (libquantum with U-SRC) or lower miss ratios (zeusmp with U-SRC). This was expected since our simulations assume a longer cache access latency for 4X larger cache. ii) On average U-SRC provides less performance benefit than YACC+DISH despite a larger miss rate reduction. This can attributed to the difference of miss patterns that are induced by the FITFUB allocation policy, leading to less DRAM row access locality. iii) For several benchmarks on which U-SRC is lagging in performance against the Reuse cache despite a similar or smaller miss rate, e.g freqmine, bfs, and ferret (see Figure 12 : Improvement in memory sub-system energy normalized to uncompressed baseline.
6 and 7), the same phenomenon occurs with SRC against the 4X cache, but with a smaller amplitude. Once again, this can attributed to the patterns of misses which result in less locality on DRAM row accesses in memory. However, the phenomenon is less pronounced than on the uncompressed cache since compressed blocks do no generate extra misses on the second use. iv) Among our benchmarks, bzip2 is a very particular case with the 4X cache reaching 77% of performance improvement. With the 4X cache, the working set of bzip2 almost fits in at the LLC. Moreover, the stream of misses exhibits poor locality, DRAM row hit rate is very low (less than 50 %), therefore the cost of each individual miss is very high. Multi-core results: For 16-and 32-core systems, we use an LLC of 32MB and 64MB, respectively. All other shared resources are scaled as mentioned in Table 1 . We divide the multi-core results into two types -multi-programmed and multi-threaded. For multi-programmed workloads, we provide the performance improvement for each of the classes (Hh, Hl, Lh, Ll) defined according to their sensitivity to cache size and their ratio of reused blocks (see Section 3). Fig. 10 illustrates the performance improvement for 200 multi-programmed workloads that span across four categories, and multi-threaded workloads. On average (geomean of weighted speedup) across 200 workloads, compared to an uncompressed baseline, SRC cache provides 17% improvement whereas uncompressed Reuse cache, U-SRC cache and 4X uncompressed baseline provide improvements of 9%, 8%, and 13%, respectively. Fair speedups are in the same range (refer Figure 11 ). We observe similar trends for multi-threaded applications.
In general SRC cache provides additional LLC space by not allocating data entries to non-reused blocks through helping the cache-sensitive applications of a workload mix. As expected, workload mixes of category Hh that contain cache sensitive applications and high proportions of single use blocks are the greatest benefactors of SRC cache. As also expected mixes such as Ll get more marginal benefits with SRC cache as the individual applications are less sensitive to an increase of the cache size.
SRC on inclusive Cache Hierarchies: So far, the evaluation has considered non-inclusive cache hierarchy. We also simulated a relaxed inclusive cache hierarchy using the tag-only state described in Section 5.3. On a relaxed inclusive cache, the effectiveness of SRC remains similar as observed for non-inclusive caches.
Energy consumption
Through reducing execution time, SRC reduces the energy consumption both in the cores and in the memory system. We focus our evaluation on the shared memory system including LLC, DRAM and compressor and de-compressor. Figure 12 illustrates the reduction in the energy consumption in the memory components (LLC and DRAM) allowed by the SRC cache for the multicore workloads. On average, SRC reduces the energy consumption by 17 % on both the DRAM and the LLC. However these similar average percentages cover different scenarios. For instance, on the PARSEC workloads, the benefit at the LLC is lower than on DRAM while on Ll workloads the energy benefit at the DRAM is much lower than the energy benefit at the cache. At the LLC, the additional static power required by SRC over the baseline configuration is marginal (roughly 2%), corresponding to the storage overhead. Therefore, on our benchmarks, the static energy consumption of SRC is about 13 % lower than the one of the conventional cache (1 − 1.02 1.17 ≡ 13%). The savings on dynamic energy are slightly higher. They come from the substantial reduction of the number of misses, and also from the reduction of writes on the cache for data blocks that are bypassed to the L2 cache.
For DRAM energy, the savings are also slightly higher on dynamic consumption than on static consumption. The static energy reduction is proportional to the reduction of the execution time (1 − 1 1.17 ≡ 15%). For the dynamic energy, the reduction comes essentially from the reduction of the number of accesses, and also on the change in the access patterns on the DRAM which improves the row buffer hit rate. Compression/Decompression: While energy is saved at the memory components (LLC and DRAM), additional energy is spent on compression/decompression. From our evaluation, energy for compressing a block with the DISH compression scheme is about 15% of the energy of a read access on the cache. Energy for decompressing a block is 3% of the energy for a read access. This leads to an overall compression/decompression energy in the 4% range of the overall LLC energy since i) all blocks in the LLC are not compressed and therefore not decompressed, ii) the blocks bypassed with the FITFUB policy do not flow through the Figure 13 : Effect of LLC size: Performance normalized to an uncompressed baseline for multi-core systems.
compression hardware. Overall, the extra energy spent on compression/decompression is much smaller than energy saved at the memory system.
Sensitivity Studies
LLC size: To understand the effect of LLC size on SRC cache, we simulate multi-core systems with 1MB, 2MB and 4MB per core. Fig. 13 illustrates the average performance for different cache sizes for multicores. As expected, the performance benefit is higher for a small cache (1MB per core), but is still significant for the larger configuration (4MB per core). Cache Replacement Policies: In our evaluation, SRC cache uses SHiP++ [31] as its underlying cache replacement policy. We study the effectiveness of SRC cache with different cache insertion/promotion priority policies such as not recently reused (NRR) [4] , hawkeye [12] , and sampling dead-block predictor (SDBP) [15] . Figure 14 illustrates the performance difference when we change the cache replacement policy. That is the column (SRC, NRR) illustrates the performance improvement of SRC with NRR over SRC with SHiP++. Similarly the column (baseline, hawkeye) illustrates the performance ratio of baseline with hawkeye over baseline with SHiP++. Overall, on our experimental set, the average performance difference between these replacement policies remains very small (< 2%) for all the cache structures. That is for all the tested policies, SRC outperforms the baseline configuration by 17% to 18%. This makes a strong case for using FITFUB as a block allocation policy. However LLC management policies answer two different different questions i) on a miss, whether the block will be allocated in the LLC? ii) which is the target for replacement ? The FITFUB allocation policy only answers to the first question and can be associated directly with most of the previously proposed LLC management policies to manage the YACC cache. There are many possible optimizations around FITFUB and optimizing the replacement target policy that could be explored. For instance, one could explore the priority level at which compressed blocks and uncompressed blocks should be inserted, one could explore the priority level at which compressed blocks and uncompressed blocks should be promoted on a hit, one can predict when not to bypass. All these optimizations might bring some additional performance gains on SRC, but are left for future work.
Compression Technique: So far, we have evaluated SRC cache with DISH technique. However, as SRC cache is independent of the underlying compression schemes, we evaluate SRC cache with BDI, CPACK+Z, and FPC compression techniques that use YACC layout. Compared to the baseline uncompressed cache, SRC cache that uses BDI, CPACK+Z and FPC provide performance improvements of 13.8%, 11.2% and 10.3%, respectively, on multi-core systems. Therefore, SRC cache is effective across different compression techniques providing high performance gain and energy savings. Unsurprisingly, DISH that was designed especially for the YACC cache layout, achieves the best performance improvement (17%).
RELATED WORK
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on replacement/insertion policy for compressed caches that associate a single super-block tag to a fixed data entry, i.e., YACC or SCC. LLC replacement policies for uncompressed caches and their possible adaptation to the SRC context have been previously discussed. On the other hand, there has been a limited number of studies on optimizing insertion/replacement policies for compressed caches. A few studies [7, 11, 20] address cache designs where a tag is not associated with a fixed data entry, or several tags are associated with a data entry.
ECM [7] proposes size aware cache replacement policies by taking the compressed size of the cache blocks into account for evicting LLC blocks. CAMP [20] outperforms size aware cache replacement policies by dynamically prioritizing cache blocks using their compressed block sizes. In the same direction, on SRC, one could prioritize promotion/insertion of data entries based on their compression status and/or on the number of valid compressed blocks in the data entry.
Gaur et al. [11] acknowledge that replacement decision is a nightmare on compressed caches with multiple tags associated with the same data entry. For a compressed cache allowing a maximum of two compressed blocks per data entry, they propose the base-victim compression cache. On the base-victim compression cache, a data entry stores a main block and possibly a victim block. The replacement policy only considers the main block. On a miss on block B as main block (either a real miss or a hit on a victim block), one allocates a data entry for block B, and one tries to keep the evicted main block (if compressible) as companion victim block with some main block. This elegant policy guarantees that the sequence of misses as main blocks is the same as the sequence of misses on an uncompressed cache with the same replacement policy.
CONCLUSION
To accommodate cache compression, the YACC [24] layout appears as a very promising solution, particularly when associated with an adapted compression scheme such as DISH [19] . It achieves significant performance improvement compared with a conventional cache design at a very limited storage overhead (1.5 %).
The structure of the YACC layout is very similar to the one of a conventional set-associative cache apart that that it associates a super-block tag with each data entry (aka line in the data array) instead of a block tag in order to map the co-compressible of a super-block in a single data entry. The performance of a cache also depends on its management and particularly on the decision of allocating in the LLC or bypassing blocks fetched from the memory. On YACC, the super-block tag offers us the opportunity to implement the FITFUB allocation and bypass policy. After a first uncompressed block from a super-block has been allocated in the cache, its super-block tag can be used to monitor the reuse usage of its companion blocks in the super-block. This allows to bypass these companion blocks on their first use, and store them (and allocate a data entry for them) only on the second use of the block. FITFUB can be implemented on top of any priority insertion/promotion policy for the cache.
Our experiments show that, the benefit from cache compression plus FITFUB is in the order of 12.7% and 17% for single core and multi-core workloads, respectively. These benefits also translate in energy savings on the memory system (LLC and DRAM).
As a global proposition, SRC appears as very cost effective design leveraging cache compression and an effective allocation and bypass policy at very limited hardware overhead: the compression/decompression logic and 1.5% storage overhead.
